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Welcome back!
We were so happy to see all the students with smiling faces on Monday
morning! It was also fabulous to see them interact with each other and hear
how much they missed their friends and teachers!
We are still under operational restrictions and ask that you continue to
observe our ‘kiss and drop’ zone. If you would like to speak to any of us for
any reason, call us or send us an email. We miss your faces and are looking
forward to when we can be back to our close learning community again!
Hats and water!
Even though we have begun the term in very gloomy weather, hats are still
compulsory under our Sun Smart guidelines. Thank you to the parents who
have purchased new hats. If you require a hat, they are $10 and are
available at the office.
Our water bubblers are still off limits. This means that if students don’t have
their own drink bottle, they are possibly without water all day. Please ensure
that children have a drink bottle each day.
School Photographs
We had booked our school photographer (several times actually!) to come
next week, unfortunately our restrictions include photography. We are
working with both the Department of Education and the photographer in
hope that this can happen.
Our new building!
We are looking swish don’t you think! Whilst the inside of the building is
travelling along according to plan, the outside is proving to be a challenge
due to the rain. Fingers crossed we can press on!
Stay healthy and safe,
Vicky
Tel: 03 5772 1006
PO Box 318, Alexandra, 3714
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STAR OF THE WEEK
MITCH ROWNTREE
Mitchell has shown that behaving with Integrity and Respect brings great
reward. Mitch has supported his peers in a responsible and helpful
manner in the school yard, assisted his teachers in the classroom and
applied himself in his work. This is such fantastic behaviour, Mitchell! We
are proud to have you in our learning community, Mitchell. You are a STAR!

ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS
Prep

Annie Geldard for her amazing learning this year! Annie you have proven that having a
great attitude and trying your very best pays off. You should be very proud of how much you
have learnt, and continue to learn. Keep being a Super Dooper Star!

1/2A

All of 1/2A! For being super remote learners! It has been a challenging year, and all of 1/2A
deserve a big congratulations for getting through remote learning with a positive attitude!
Everyone has done a great job and I am so proud of you all, well done 1/2A! Keep shinning
brightly!

1/2B

Felicity Humphries for her willingness to help her peers. Felicity happily helped some of her
classmates during Maths this week. What a fantastic effort, Felicity! Thank you for being so
kind and Caring.

3/4A

Jordan Debono for settling in to the return to the classroom so well, and working diligently
to complete her tasks to a high standard. Jordan is always on task and has shown that with
the right attitude she can achieve great results. Keep up the awesome work, Jordan!

4/5A

Mak Lansell for settling into his first week at Alexandra Primary School with enthusiasm and
a very positive attitude! Welcome to our school Mak. We look forward to seeing your
amazing learning in Term 4!

5/6A

Ollie Gelbert for your positive and enthusiastic attitude towards your schooling. Your
attention to detail in all that you do is encouraging. I truly appreciate how you join in with
group activities and show others how to stay engaged. It is great to have you as a role model
in our class. Congratulations.

5/6B

Jesse Winch for completing some great pieces of work in your first week back. Your story
about Bob the Grey Nurse shark was very entertaining and well written. I can't wait to see
what happens next! Keep up the great work!

Art

Toby Lucas for drawing a very detailed "Coca Cola" can for his "Arts" task. Toby, you always
pay such close attention to detail when sketching and show incredible observational skills.
You included shadow and tone to make your can look 3 Dimensional. You're an Art Superstar!

Japanese

Griff Thomas has followed very complicated ORIGAMI instructions to make a butterfly by
himself. Griff always shows great attentive listening skills in my Japanese class! You are a
super Foundation student, Griff!
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Book Club orders are to be placed online by
Monday 26th October!

Reminders:


Hats! Please remember that School Hats need to be worn in
Term 4.



Water bottles— Students require a water bottle for school.



Parents Group Fundraiser— Mangoes!
Mangoes forms are to be returned to school by Friday 23rd
October!
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